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KUWAIT: GCC markets continued the
uptrend seen over the previous two
months with almost all markets closing
January-17 with positive returns. This was
also reflected in the overall MSCI GCC
index that closed the month with a gain of
1.94 percent. The exceptions included
2016’s best performer, Saudi Arabia, that
declined by 1.5 percent on the back of
softer full year earnings along with a mar-
ginal decline of 0.1 percent for Oman. The
decline in Saudi Arabia can also be attrib-
uted to oil prices that remained range
bound during the month after a positive
start to the year. 

Kuwait recorded the best monthly per-
formance amongst major global equity
markets during January-17 with a gain of
18.9 percent as a result of multiple positive
factors that included a change in the MSCI
Frontier Market index constituents that
benefited Kuwait further supported by
reportedly higher buying by institutional
investors. In addition, full year earnings
have so far remained positive which pro-
vided a boost to investor confidence with
banks recording healthy year-on-year
growth in their bottom-line. Kuwait also
announced its new economic development
plan called “New Kuwait” that runs until
2035 and is aimed at transforming Kuwait
into a regional business and cultural hub. 

On the economic front, the surge in oil
price over the past few months has provid-
ed additional confidence for GCC govern-
ments as spending is expected to increase
after being curtailed and optimized over
the past two years. According to the recent
budget announcements, Saudi Arabia, UAE
and Qatar have signaled higher spending
during 2017 in order to achieve near term
diversification targets. Moreover, these
budgets are based on an oil price of less
than $ 50/b, which we believe lends addi-
tional buffers as oil continued to trade
above this level during January-17. 

GCC equity markets monthly 
Kuwaiti equity markets recorded the

world’s best monthly performance during
January-17 on the back of a number of
positive factors. The Price index surged
18.9 percent during the month, recording
the highest monthly gain in 14 years. The
index reached a monthly peak of 6,943.24
points towards the end of the month, the
highest close in 26-months. Similarly, the
monthly return of 12.44 percent for the
Weighted index was the highest since
February-10. The index reached the high-
est level in 21 months and closed January-
17 above the 400 points mark for the first
time since August-15. The large-cap
Kuwait 15 Index recorded a monthly gain
of 11.34 percent, the highest monthly
return since the inception of the index, and
closed the month at 985.4 points. The
index surged past the psychologically
important 1,000 points on 29-Jan-17 to
reach 1,006.17 points, the highest level in
17 months. 

Sector performance also reflected the
positive investor sentiments in the market
with all the indices closing the month with
positive monthly returns, with the only
exception of the Health Care index that
declined by 5.9 percent. The Technology

index recorded the highest monthly return
of 31.1 percent, followed by Financial
Services and Basic Materials indices with
monthly returns of 23.7 percent and 21.3
percent, respectively. Among the large-cap
sectors, the Banking index surged 11.5 per-
cent during the month while the Telecom
index went up by 13.3 percent. Trading
activity during the month was the highest
since May-13 with both volume and value
traded at almost four times the level
achieved during December-16. Zain (+20.7
percent) was the most actively traded
stock during the month with a total value
of KD 82.8 million followed by KFH (+14.8
percent) and NBK (+12.3 percent) with KD
67 million and KD 51.3 million worth of
shares traded in these stocks, respectively. 

A change in the MSCI Frontier Market
index during the month was one of the key
factors that led to the strong buying activi-
ty on Boursa Kuwait. The index compiler
announced that Pakistan with a weight of
10.2 percent would be upgraded to
emerging market status later this year. 

This would benefit Kuwait by mostly
increasing its weight in the MSCI Frontier
Market Index, which currently stands at
18.03 percent, highest in the group.
Moreover, a number of initiatives are being
undertaken by Boursa Kuwait to reduce
transaction costs and bringing efficiencies
and standardization, much similar to
efforts seen in Saudi Arabia and UAE. 

On the economic front, the country
launched a new economic development
plan, called “New Kuwait”, which runs till
2035 and envisions to transform the econ-
omy into a business and cultural hub. The
key pillars of the ambitious plan includes
diversification of the economy towards
non-oil sectors by investing in mega proj-
ects with the help of private investments
and development of education and trans-
portation sectors to boost tourism. The ini-
tial strategy includes a five year develop-
ment plan with a earmarked spending of
$100 billion out of which $ 15 billion is
planned be spent between 2017-2018. 

Tadawul 
Saudi’s equity market took a breather

during Junuary-17 after a rally that lasted
for almost two months. The benchmark
TASI receded 1.5 percent during the month
to close at 7,101.9 points after plunging
below the 7,000 mark during the third
week on the back of poor earnings for
some of the key stocks in the market.
However, the index made a strong recov-
ery during the last week after higher clarity
emerged on the state of the economy that
is now expected to post a smaller budget
deficit led by higher oil prices coupled with
reduction in austerity measures as well as
implementation of VAT starting from 2018.
The month also saw the adoption of GICS
standards for sector classification on the
exchange to more closely reflect the busi-
ness activities of listed companies. We also
see this move as a step closer towards the
bid to win the emerging markets status
this year that would lead to flow of addi-
tional passive funds in the market. Another
move seen in this direction was the pub-
lishing of draft rules for the introduction of
a T+2 settlement cycle. The CMA aims to

implement the new settlement cycle by
June-17, the month when MSCI decides on
whether to review Saudi Arabia for inclu-
sion in the its emerging markets index that
would be followed by a review by FTSE in
September-17. 

Monthly market performance reflected
the earnings results for FY-16 with the
Insurance sector leading the monthly sec-
toral gains after reporting a 165.6 percent
jump in FY-16 earnings. A majority of the
large-cap sectors witnessed declines dur-
ing the month with the Banking index
down by 1.2 percent, Telecom by 6.6 per-
cent and Energy index down by 8.4 per-
cent. The monthly gainers chart was domi-

nated by insurance stocks with 3 out of the
top 5 gainers belonging to this sector.
Arabian Shield Co-op Insurance topped
the chart with a gain of 64.7 percent
backed by the insurer’s 147 percent jump
in FY-16 net income. On the decliners side,
Tihama Advertising topped the chart with
a decline of 22.3 percent followed by
Nama Chemicals with a drop of 18.5 per-
cent led by higher reported losses. Alinma
Bank continued to be the one of the most
actively traded stocks in terms of value
traded that stood at SAR 8.3 billion fol-
lowed by SABIC at SAR 7.8 billion. 

Abu Dhabi Securities Exchange 
After ending 2016 up by 5.5 percent, the

ADX index closed almost flat m-o-m in Jan-
17. The index closed at 4548.82 points, as
sectoral indices included both gainers and
decliners for the month. The Financials
pack did well in the first month of the year
and was led by the Investment & Financial
Services index, which rose by 18 percent,
followed by the Insurance index which
surged by 15 percent, while Banks
improved by 1.1 percent. Waha Capital was
solely responsible in pushing up the
Investment & Financial Services index,
while a strong performance in Al Wathba
Insurance drove the insurance index. NBAD
and ADCB were the big banking stocks
which rose in the first month of 2017 as
against Dec-16, as their share prices rose by
4.1 percent and 3.5 percent respectively,
while FGB improved by 0.8 percent m-o-m.
In terms of laggards, Telecoms receded the
most and lost ground by 4.8 percent for the
month of Jan-17, followed by the Energy
index and the Services index, as each

closed the month down, marginally by
under 1 percent m-o-m. 

In prominent earnings releases that
commenced for full year 2016 and Q4-16
numbers, National Bank of Abu Dhabi
(NBAD), which is set to merge with FGB,
reported a 28 percent y-o-y increase in Q4-
16 net profits driven, by lower expenses
and impairment charges, beating consen-
sus expectations. NBAD made a profit of
AED 1.33  billion in the Q4-16 compared to
AED 1.03  billion in Q4-15. For full year
2016, NBAD reported net profits of AED
5.296  billion, up 1.2 percent y-o-y, while
operating profit grew by 5 percent y-o-y as
non-interest income grew while expenses

were tightly managed. Abu Dhabi
Commercial Bank (ADCB) reported a full
year 2016 net profit of AED 4.157  billion,
down 16 percent from AED 4.927. 

Dubai Financial Market 
The DFM index which was the best per-

forming index in 2016, continued on its
upward trajectory in 2017. DFM closed the
month  marginally up by 3.2 percent at
3642.85 points. Sectoral trends were broad-
ly positive, as more indices gained ground
as compared to declining for the month. For
the current month, Services names rose sig-
nificantly by 8.6 percent, driven by a surge
in the price of Amanat Holdings, which
went up by over 17.3 percent. Insurance
index followed and gained by over 8.5 per-
cent for the month, while Transportation
index gained by 6.8 percent for the month
of Jan-17. The financials indices comprising
of Banks, Financial and Investment Service
and Insurance also closed the first month of
the year with strong gains and outper-
formed the DFM index. Indices, which lost
ground during the month, were led by
Consumer Staples, which went down by 7.4
percent m-o-m, followed by Telecoms,
which recede by 3.2 percent m-o-m. 

Qatar Exchange
The QE 20 index started the year in posi-

tive territory, as the index moved up by 1.5
percent m-o-m, and closed at 10597.22
points. The Qatar All Share index also
improved by 1.4 percent for the first month
of 2017, while sectoral trends were mixed.
Heavyweight indices such as Banks &
Financial Services, Real Estate, and Telecoms
index closed in the green. Banks which

gained during Jan-17 included Qatar
International Islamic Bank and Masraf Al
Rayan which moved up by 7.8 percent and
6.5 percent respectively. United develop-
ment and Barwa led the real estate pack
gaining by 9.2 percent and 4.8 percent m-o-
m respectively. Ooredoo pushed the
Telecoms index higher and gained by 3.1
percent m-o-m, even as S&P affirmed
Ooredoo’s long term corporate credit rat-
ings at ‘A-’ and changed its outlook from
Stable to Positive. S&P’s change in outlook is
largely driven by expectations that Ooredoo
will require lower capital expenditure,
resulting in higher free operating cash flow
in 2017 and 2018. 

Bahrain Bourse 
After ending 2016 on a flattish note, The

Bahrain All Share index kicked off 2017 as
the second best performing market in the
GCC. The Bahrain All Share Index closed 6.8
percent higher on a m-o-m basis for the
month of Jan-17. The index closed at
1303.70 points at the end of the month.
Sectoral performance was mixed for the
month, and included both gainers and
decliners. Market breadth for the index was
broadly even, as 12 stocks gained ground,
while 14 stocks witnessed declines in their
share prices. Commercial Banks was the
main sector which drove the index up as the
sector was up 11.6 percent for the month.
The Investment sector went up as well by
8.7 percent, mostly due to a significant jump
in the stock price of Ithmar Bank. Industrials
were the main laggards for the index as it
went down by 13.7 percent for the month of
Jan-17. In earnings related releases, National
Bank of Bahrain (NBB) reported a net profit of
BHD 58.24  million in 2016, an increase of 5.4
percent y-o-y as compared to BHD 55.26  mil-
lion in 2015. For Q4-16, NBB recorded a net
profit of BHD 12.03  million, compared to
BHD 11.90  million in Q4-15. EPS for full year
2016 improved from 48.5 fils in 2015 to 50.9
fils in 2016. In Telecoms, Zain Bahrain report-
ed revenues of BHD 64.6  million in 2016, a 9
percent increase from BHD 71.1  million from
the previous year. 

Muscat Securities Market 
After two consecutive months of mar-

ginal uptrend, the MSM 30 index ended flat
during January-17 after gains in Financial
and Industrial indices were completely off-
set by declines in the Services index. The
Financial Index surged 3.6 percent, the
highest gain in terms of relative sector per-
formance, on the back of double digit
returns recorded in insurance stocks.
Shares of Al Madina Takaful went up by 30
percent during the month, while Oman
United Insurance shares recorded gains of
14.9 percent. Among the large cap stocks,
National Bank of Oman was the only stock
in the sector to record a gain of 1.3 percent.
On the other hand, shares of Bank Muscat,
the biggest stock in the market and in the
sector, declined by 2.1 percent despite
report higher earnings for Q4-16 and for
the full year. The earnings season was sig-
nificantly positive as compared to the pre-
vious year with total profits for listed stocks
up by 19.2 percent to OMR 785.8  million as
compared to OMR 659.1  million during the
previous year. 

Kuwait outperforms global markets to kick off 2017

KAMCO GCC Markets Monthly Report 

LONDON/SINGAPORE: Factories across the world
fired up - or at least kept up activity - in January
with some registering multi-year output highs, just
as a barrage of political risks threatens the global
economy with potential harm.

Rising protectionism from the United States,
concerns over how Britain’s negotiations on leav-
ing the European Union will pan out, and national
elections in Europe’s largest economies all lie
ahead. But entering 2017, economic growth gath-
ered momentum, according to surveys released on
Wednesday, following on from last year thanks to a
bounce in consumption.

Euro zone factories registered the fastest
activity rate for nearly six years, China’s activity
expanded for the sixth month and Japanese
manufacturing growth was the fastest in almost
three years. Even in Britain, where a slump in ster-
l ing since the June referendum stoked the
sharpest rise in factory costs on record last
month, growth remained robust.

There were also signs of growth in Brazil,
where industrial output rose in December at its
fastest monthly pace in 2-1/2 years after one of
the worst years on record. “So far momentum is
pretty strong heading into 2017,” said Jacqui
Douglas at TD Securities. “But political risks are
definitely one of the biggest this year and given
the surprises we had through 2016 it’s really hard
to tell what’s in store.”

Among unexpected events last year was
Britain’s vote to leave the EU and the election as US
president of Donald Trump, both seen as the result
of anti-establishment anger among voters who feel
left out of the wealth of nations. Signs of concern
this may spread could be found on bond markets.
The premium investors demand to hold France’s
government debt rather than that of similar
economies shot up on so-called Frexit fears - the
possibility that the far-right National Front might
win the presidential election and try to take the
country out of the euro zone. 

IHS Markit’s final manufacturing Purchasing
Managers’ Index for the currency bloc rose to 55.2
in January from December’s 54.9, its highest since
April 2011. A Markit/CIPS UK factory PMI edged
down to 55.9 from December’s 2-1/2 year peak of
56.1, matching the consensus forecast in a Reuters
poll. Anything above 50 indicates growth. A similar

survey for the United States due later is expected
to show factories in the world’s largest economy
also increased activity. 

Tokyo Tempering Trump
A stronger dollar helped major economies such

as Japan, where export orders surged,
Markit/Nikkei PMI numbers showed, a welcome
sign for the economy along with recent data sug-
gesting a more durable recovery may be under-
way. However, those encouraging signals sit
uncomfortably with the growing threat from
Trump’s trade policies. Japan is moving to temper
the risks with plans to show Trump its firms are
ready to create US jobs, according to a document
whose contents were revealed to Reuters. In
export-reliant Asia, and other regions where global
supply chains are closely interlinked, Trump’s elec-
tion is a particular risk to both world trade and
broad economic growth if the new president fol-
lows though on his “America First” policies. “The
uncertainty surrounding future market access to
the US is bound to weigh on investment activity as
companies await regulatory certainty,” said Frederic
Neumann, co-head of Asian economic research at
HSBC in Hong Kong. “I suspect there’s going to be a

lot of capital expenditure expansion projects that
will be put on hold as long as the uncertainty sur-
rounding the trade environment persists.”

In China, the world’s second-biggest economy,
growth was led by an investment and construction
boom that has helped spur global growth. Its offi-
cial PMI stood at 51.3 in January, slowing marginal-
ly from 51.4 in December.

Analysts question whether Chinese growth will
be sustainable once the impact of earlier stimulus
begins to wear off and if the property market cools.
They warn a slowdown in the Asian economic pow-
erhouse could ripple across the region and beyond.

“Within China, we expect that real estate will
slow down, because the government is quite keen
to contain housing prices,” said Louis Kuijs, head of
Asia economics at Oxford Economics in Hong
Kong. Other regional economies like Indonesia
showed positive momentum in manufacturing
activity, while Indian factory activity returned to
modest growth in January, bouncing from a con-
traction in December triggered by the govern-
ment’s scrapping of high value banknotes. Even in
laggard South Korea where manufacturing con-
tracted for the sixth straight month, exports rose at
the fastest pace in nearly five years. — Reuters

World economy enters 2017 

with winds fore and aft 

Momentum and risks ahead from US protectionism, Brexit

KUWAIT: Burgan Bank will soon be announc-
ing the lucky winner of its newly re-launched
Al-Thuraya Salary Account. The winner will be
granted a Nissan Patrol SUV. The new draw
rewards new and existing customers who
transfer their salary to Burgan bank a chance to
win a Nissan Patrol SUV every month. 

The new draw is part of Burgan Bank’s
approach of rewarding loyal customers with
higher chances of winning while encouraging
new customers to benefit from the bank’s
unique offerings. With the introduction of this
new monthly draw, every KD 10 available in the
account provides the customer a chance to

win. The Al-Thuraya Account’s features range
from the option to hold money in Kuwaiti dinar
and any other major currencies, access to
account-related services such as standing
orders, loans and credit cards and much more.
The account has been further developed in
response to offering more benefits and increas-
ing chances to win. Customers’ wishing to open
an Al-Thuraya account can do so by simply vis-
iting the nearest Burgan Bank branch and
obtain all the necessary details, or simply call
the bank’s call center on 1804080. For further
information, customers can also visit the bank’s
website on www.burgan.com. 

COLOMBO: Sri Lankan police stand guard during a protest against the proposed sale
of a stake in a loss-making port to a Chinese company in Colombo yesterday.
Protesters led by the leftist People’s Liberation Front, are opposing plans to sell an
80 percent stake in the $1.4 billion deep sea port of Hambantota to China Merchants
Port Holdings Company. — AFP 

Burgan Bank will soon 

announce winner of 

Al-Thuraya Account draw

NEW YORK: The number of women sitting at
the table in corporate boardrooms across the
country is rising very slowly, but it’s rising.
Just over 15 percent of all director seats at
publicly traded US companies were held by
women as of Dec. 31, according
to a study by Equilar, a corporate
research firm. That’s up from 14
percent a year earlier and from
12 percent in 2013. So, the trend
is toward more equal representa-
tion on boards, but parity won’t
happen until the end of 2055
unless the pace picks up, accord-
ing to Equilar. That’s nearly 40
years away, which may be about
when girls born today begin sit-
ting on corporate boards.

Demonstrating how far
remains to go toward gender
parity, 738 companies still have no women on
their boards. Last year, nearly 60 companies
that had no female directors since at least
2011 added one or more women. Even so, it’s
still much easier to find a woman in the
boardroom than in the corner office, accord-

ing to a separate, global survey of 3,400 com-
panies by Credit Suisse. While women occu-
pied nearly 15 percent of board seats at the
end of 2015, only about 4 percent of CEOs are
women. Companies in other countries have

gotten closer to gender parity
than the United States, and gov-
ernment pressure has played a
big role. Several European coun-
tries have set quotas and targets
for how many corporate board
members should be held by
women. That’s why women held
24 percent of European board
seats at the end of 2015, the high-
est rate in the world. Investors are
taking note. 

Companies with at least one
female director tend to have
higher stock returns and better

corporate performance than those with all-
male boards, Credit Suisse says. Of course,
this may be a case of correlation rather than
causation, and better-performing companies
may be more welcoming to women rather
than vice versa. —AP

Women are getting more 

seats in the boardroom

American Water
Company President

and CEO Susan N. Story


